Best TV everywhere or multi-screen video
WINNER: ACCESS Europe - ACCESS Twine™
for Reliance Jio Infocomm

I

t is not often a vendor lands a deal
with an operator boasting in excess
of over 100 million subscribers. But
this deployment is not just a
question of quantity over quality.
There are over one billion mobile
phones in use inside India and the
country is a huge creator of content in
its own right. India is also a mobile-first
market, where much content storage
and consumption takes place on mobile
phones. Local telco Reliance Jio
Infocomm (Jio) uses the ACCESS
Twine™ 360° Smart Media Platform in
its Jio service to enable content sharing
seamlessly and directly between users
and their devices.
Thanks to ACCESS Twine™, Reliance is
delivering a cloud-based video and
media sharing service so consumers
can easily access all their personal
video and other content, including
premium video across all their different
devices, whether it’s at home or via out
of home devices.
Jio has taken the core ACCESS root
technologies, the SDKs and application
development kits, and placed those
inside end devices at scale – for one of
the world’s biggest multiscreen
services, using solutions that enable
easy scaling was fundamental. By
launching a single service that provides
access for all media consumption to its
subscribers managed by ACCESS
Twine™, Jio has demonstrated that
there are easy, robust ways to combine
its own content catalogue with the

consumer’s personal content stored on
Jio Drive, as well as external sources
such as Dropbox, Google Drive, YouTube,
and social media platforms accessed via
the Jio User Interface. This way,
subscribers experience a single user
interface catering for all needs.
There are two components: a server
side and client side. In that sense,
ACCESS Twine™ is a proper clientserver architecture that can overcome
infrastructure and bandwidth limitations
in countries such as India. The
platform’s functionality extends to data
aggregation and management, which
enables operators to create, transfer,
store and analyse relevant usage data of
media consumption, behaviour, and
preferred devices.
ACCESS itself is a multi-screen
company at heart, with a history focused
on the car, games console and the TV
set – today, its solutions are deployed in
over 1.5bn devices. ACCESS Twine™
nicely fits with the ‘any content, any
screen’ mantra, where people want to
consume their content simply and easily.
From an operator standpoint, ACCESS
Twine™ enables Jio to own and control
the video entertainment experience,
which is important as the multi-screen
market continues to heat up and
intensifies. Being able to provide a truly
carrier-grade provisioned quality and
service level agreed (SLA) technology
means that ACCESS can provide Twine™
customised globally to all other various
operators.

ACCESS Twine™ puts consumers at
the core of the entertainment journey at home, on the go, in the car – to
provide all the core features of any
connected entertainment service today.
In today’s IoT-enabled world where
competition for eyeballs is fiercer than
ever, operators need to avoid application
hopping at all costs. ACCESS Twine™
enables operators to leverage all kinds
of content sources - public, private or
premium – to offer a unique, centralised
and branded experience that increases
customer loyalty and time spent using
the service. The one-stop solution also
provides an easy way to integrate third
party services into the operator
infrastructure and combine it with IoT
sensors in the smart home.
Based on modules, ACCESS Twine™
provides operators with:
• Content aggregation
• Search aggregation
• Place shifting / ‘follow me’
functionality
• Insight into consumer usage patterns
• Integration with third party
Conditional Access and DRM
• Integration with cloud services and
third party IoT solutions.
Based on standards – albeit device and
platform agnostic - SDKs are available
for all major OS’s for desktop or mobile.
Overall, ACCESS Twine™ is a
sophisticated solution that answers
many industry and consumer needs,
making it a well-deserved winner in this
category.
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